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Courses Offered 
 

AM COURSES   

● Amazing Race - FULL DAY COURSE - Brisky and Ruggiano 

● Ancient Roman Fun and Games - Quinn and Barbosa 

● Animation - Barber 

● Beautiful Morning Hikes - Griswold, Hom-Mandell, Hosmer, Monz 

● Beyond Newbury Street:  Neighborhoods of Boston - Baker 

● College Tours - FULL DAY COURSE - D’Orazio, Noonan, Smith 

● Exploration, Technology, and Geography - Young 

● Exploring our Feathered Friends - Chiodo, Liu, Jeniski 

● Fishing - Cieri, McCarthy 

● Floral Design with Forest Foraging - Gay, Patterson 

● Geoforensics:  The Case of the Sharpened Stick - Warby 

● Globalization of Asian Food Ways:  The Impact of Trade, Diffusion, and Migration on Food Culture - 

Lee, Kurata 

● How to Change the World - FULL DAY COURSE - Bairstow, D. McLoughlin 

● Learn to Play Bridge - Bunten, Langsdorf 

● Lifeguarding - FULL DAY COURSE - J. McLaughlin 

● Make to Fish - Fehl 

● NASA in the Movies - Foster, Sanford 

● Pave the Way to Understanding: A Tour of Local African-American History Sites, Trails, and Walks - 

FULL DAY COURSE - Collins, Rivers, Schomp 

● Performing Arts New York Trip - FULL DAY COURSE - Eldridge, Isaacs, Memoli, Nalven 

● Podcasting - Benson 

● Salsa Dancing - Jimenez Fique 

● Seoul Food - Feller 

● Spoiler Alert Book Club - Orenstein, Patruno 

● Sports in America - FULL DAY COURSE - Banker, Cochran 

● Supreme Court: Landmark Decisions - Riemer 

● Teamwork and Collaboration in Video Games - Boardman 
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● Ultimate Frisbee - Kelley 

● Weston Running Club - Fierabend 

● Wildlife in Your Backyard - Kresl Moffat 

● Wizarding World of Harry Potter - E. McCarty 
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PM COURSES  

● Amazing Race - FULL DAY COURSE - Brisky and Ruggiano 

● Beautiful Storage - Moon 

● Beauty Around the World - Deodas, Paone 

● Board Games - Gabriner 

● College Tours - FULL DAY COURSE - D’Orazio, Noonan, Smith 

● Computer Building for Beginners - Ribisi 

● Crosswords and Word Puzzles for Language Lovers - Lemons 

● Digital Art - Ciccolo 

● Exploring Self-Identity Through the Movies - Cooper, Finnegan, Hansen 

● Historical Fiction and World War II Book Club - Wanosky 

● How to Change the World - FULL DAY COURSE - Bairstow, D. McLoughlin 

● Introduction to Campfire Cooking - Bees, Fazio, Thornquist 

● Introduction to Italian - Mathers  

● Knitting and Crochet:  The Basics - Tucker 

● Latin American Culture and Latinx - Pezzote 

● Lifeguarding - FULL DAY COURSE - J. McLaughlin 

● Pave the Way to Understanding: A Tour of Local African-American History Sites, Trails, and Walks - 

FULL DAY COURSE - Collins, Rivers, Schomp 

● Performing Arts New York Trip - FULL DAY COURSE - Eldridge, Issacs, Memoli, Nalven 

● Personal Financial Management - Dorman 

● Physics for Future Presidents - Korsunsky 

● Podcasting - Hanson 

● Self, Family, and Relationships in the Modern Novel - Gordon 

● Songwriters’ Seminar - Gacs, Henry 

● Sound of Asia: Learning How to Play the Hulusi - Tao 

● Sports in America - FULL DAY COURSE - Banker, Cochran 

● Web Design and Web Development - Yegros 

● Wildcat Woods Disc Golf - Fehl, Moore 

● Wilderness Survival - Fidler 
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (ALPHABETICAL ORDER)  

 

 

 

1. The Amazing Race 

Based on the popular TV series, The Amazing Race, students will form teams and spend the 

majority of their time navigating public transportation and utilizing public resources to explore the 

world outside Weston. Each day will involve a real-world challenge requiring students to problem 

solve their way through various scenarios related to career, logistics, finances and life. An example 

of a challenge would be to have the students find their way to five different locations in the Boston 

area, complete a task at each location using only public transportation (no Uber) and report their 

experiences. 

 

 

2. Ancient Roman Fun and Games 

Epic heroes. Angry gods and goddesses. Mythology has been used since the first people gathered 

around the fire as a way to make sense of humankind and our world. This course focuses on the 

Greek and Roman myths and legends they used to explain their world. You will learn and share 

about the major gods and goddesses as well as heroes and monsters.  

 

 

3. Animation 

Animation is a method in which figures are manipulated to appear as moving images. In traditional 

animation, images are drawn or painted by hand on transparent celluloid sheets to be 

photographed and exhibited on film. Today, most animations are made with computer-generated 

imagery (CGI). 

This class will be using a 2D editing software to create a bouncing ball animation. Bouncing ball 

animation is fundamental for all aspiring animators as it demonstrates nearly every one of the 

twelve animation principles.  

 

 

4. Beautiful Morning Hikes 

Enjoy the great outdoors and get some exercise! What could be nicer than hiking for an hour or 

two on a beautiful June morning? We will visit a different park or reservation each day and will 

have a chance to learn something about each of them. Hike lengths of 1 to 3 miles. Closed-toe 
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shoes required. Participants will learn to follow a blazed trail and gain an appreciation of the 

natural beauty of Weston and surrounding towns.  

 

 

5. Beautiful Storage 

Students in this course and I will rehabilitate the storage container used by Theater Company and 

the Freshman class. We will paint the container in Weston colors (Prep, prime, paint), add mural(s) 

(Weston Wildcat, paw print, School seal), and make improvements to the inside of the container 

(raising the stored items off the ground with flooring/pedestals).  

 

 

6. Beauty Around the World 

In this course, we will explore the idea of beauty in different cultures and learn about the 

traditions of those cultures. Over the course of three days, we will be exploring three distinct 

cultures. We will explore the traditions of India and use Henna to decorate our hands. We will also 

enjoy some traditional Indian food, such as Paneer. We will also explore some of the traditions of 

Africa, and will design and assemble jewelry to reflect their traditions. We will enjoy some 

traditional African snacks, such as plantain chips. Mexican traditions involve wearing a crown of 

flowers, and we will make a crown for each student to take home, as well as enjoy some spiced 

Mexican popcorn. If time permits, we will paint some traditional Chinese hair accessories and 

enjoy traditional Chinese dumplings.  

 

 

7. Beyond Newbury Street:  Neighborhoods of Boston 

What is Boston other than Newbury St, Fenway Park and Beacon Hill?  What are some new 

neighborhoods we can discover? And who are the people that make up these communities?  

Boston, made up of diverse neighborhoods with a lot to offer, is much more than the Back Bay and 

Beacon Hill. Come explore new places and see all they have to offer.  We will visit neighborhoods 

such as Chinatown, Roxbury, Dorchester and East Boston to learn about these vibrant 

communities.  Part of the field trip will include an opportunity to try new foods from different 

cultures, so come ready to get to know new places, people and cuisines! 

 

 

8. Board Games 

Students will learn to play new board games requiring different strategies and social skills. Players 

will be expected to expand their comfort zones by playing games they have never played before. 

Play Avalon: The Resistance, Sentinels of the Multiverse, Settlers of Catan, Ticket to Ride, Code 

Names, Pandemic. Students may also bring in games from home with approval of the instructor. 
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9. College Tours 

This June, join us as we visit an array of colleges and universities in the Boston area during June 

Academy! This program will incorporate day trips to a variety of schools -- private and public, large 

and small, urban and suburban, to give students a taste of different college atmospheres. Students 

will go on school-led tours, have the chance to walk around the campuses, and explore the 

surrounding areas to get a glimpse of various school experiences. Previously we have visited Tufts, 

Boston College, Northeastern, Providence College, and Bentley.This year's final itinerary will be 

determined closer to the start of the course. Students must travel both ways with teachers and the 

rest of the cohort. Space in the program is open to freshmen, sophomores, and juniors interested 

in learning more about the college experience. 

 

 

10. Computer Building for Beginners 

This course will cover all aspects of building a computer (Windows PC) that can play games (and 

also do anything else you throw at it). We will learn about all of the required components needed 

to build a computer, how these components interact, and how to select components that will be 

compatible. While there will be a significant hands-on component to this class, students will NOT 

be given materials to build their own individual computers. However, for those who are interested 

the instructor can provide a parts list prior to class for anyone who wishes to build a computer for 

themselves at their own expense. Beyond the basics, advanced topics will include: determining 

power needs for a gaming PC, types of CPU/GPU cooling, AMD vs INTEL, overclocking, and 

benchmarking. There will be significant direct instruction, so students should be prepared to read 

articles, watch videos, and discuss their ideas with others. A laptop/chromebook will be required. 

 

 

11. Crosswords and Word Puzzles for Language Lovers 

Do you enjoy playing Wordle, Semantle, and similar word games?  Do you want to learn more 

about the English language, word origins, and definitions to get better at these games and others?  

Do you like puzzles in general? If the answer to these questions is yes, then this might be the 

course for you. In this class we will warm up with word games like Wordle, and then begin by 

completing some easy crossword puzzles to identify how to decipher the clues and all the hints 

those clues provide along with how to apply word knowledge to finding the right answer to clues. 

Next, we'll advance to more challenging crossword puzzles and try out other word puzzles and 

games as time allows. On the last days of the class, we'll try creating our own crossword puzzle as 

a group, working to apply what we learned from examining and completing others' puzzles. On the 
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Showcase day, we'll invite people to try our puzzle and see how we did making it tough enough but 

not too hard. The only prerequisite for the class is a love of words and language.   

 

 

 

 

12. Digital Art 

Digital Art is an artistic work or practice that uses digital technology as part of the creative or 

presentation process. Since the 1980s, various names have been used to describe the process, 

including computer art and multimedia art. Digital art is itself placed under the larger umbrella 

term new media art. 

 

 

13. Exploration, Technology, and Geography 

In this course students will explore the world using different technologies as they relate to 

geographic learning.  This could include Google Earth, 360 photography, ERSI StoryMaps, 

OpenStreetMap, geocaching, and orienteering.  Take action by annotating satellite imagery for an 

environmental cause.  Come excited to experiment with new technology and explore the world 

around you.  Some class time will be spent outdoors/in the local environment. 

 

 

14. Exploring Our Feathered Friends 

Do you enjoy bird watching, photography and outdoor recreation? Do you want to help birds? Are 

you interested in attracting interesting birds to your backyard feeder? Join us for a birding 

adventure! By enrolling in this course, you will connect with experts in the field and learn about 

the wonders of our local birds! This experience will help you become familiar with local and coastal 

species of birds, identify their calls and sounds, and learn ways to protect our feathered friends. 

You will need a good pair of binoculars and walking shoes as we will go on guided bird walks. 

 

 

15. Exploring Self-Identity Through the Movies 

Students will explore topics in Self-Identity through analysis of movies that address this topic and 

through individual self-identity/self-assessment activities.  

 

 

16. Fishing 

Students will be taught fishing techniques with a variety of artificial baits (lures). They will also 

become familiar with various types of knots, fishing equipment including rods and reels, line types. 

Students will practice techniques in the classroom and around the pond. Students will need to 

provide their own fishing rod and lures. 
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17. Floral Design with Forest Foraging  

Do you enjoy walking in the woods and gathering items from nature?  Do you enjoy making flower 

arrangements?  Do you want to learn how to include items from nature in floral designs for 

centerpieces or small bouquets to brighten your day?  We will learn floral design using items from 

nature and commercially available flowers.  We will consult with experts in the community, and we 

will deliver some arrangements as acts of kindness to people around our community.  Check out 

"The Big Flower Fight" (Netflix) and "Full Bloom" (HBO) for ideas and be ready to be creative! 

 

 

18. Geoforensics:  The Case of the Sharpened Stick 

In this course we will solve the following case: 

 

THE CASE 

In May of 2022 the body of a 63 year-old man was discovered near Toad Suck Ferry, Arkansas. The 

autopsy revealed that the man died from exsanguination (bleeding) caused by a circular puncture 

wound to the left ventricle of his heart. However, the confounding factor in this case was no blood 

was found at the scene where the body was discovered. The police conclude that this was the 

dump site and that the murder actually took place elsewhere. Several days later a man turned 

himself in admitting to the crime. The suspect confirmed police suspicions that body was dumped 

and he informed police that the murder weapon, a sharpened stick, was buried near the location 

of the murder site, in a large field. Unfortunately, the suspect can only give police a general 

location as the murder took place at night. The suspect, after hiring a lawyer recanted his 

testimony claiming it was coerced. The police need to find the murder weapon to build an airtight 

case against the suspect. Transfer on the victim’s body reveals that the police need to look in the 

field in an area that contains fine and medium grained sand, all-purpose gravel, pea gravel, iron 

filings, and gasoline.  

 

 

19. Globalization of Asian Food Ways:  The Impact of Trade, Diffusion, and Migration on Food 

Culture 

This course will explore how globalization has brought food cultures and foodways from Asia to 

the United States.  Besides exploring some of the history behind the synthesis of food culture, we’ll 

have an opportunity to explore different foods through the lens of global marketing, and food 
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trends that have been influenced in recent years by food celebrities, and influencers, and explore 

the impact of those on our own culture.  Finally, we’ll have a chance to explore an Asian grocery 

store and restaurant in Chinatown to connect how global migration has also impacted food culture 

and foodways in America.  

 

 

 

20. Historical Fiction and World War II Book Club 

If you like to read, come join this book club!  You will choose the book you want to read from the 

selection (or even read the same title with a friend) and spend the June Academy session reading 

as much of it as you can.  Weather permitting, we will go outside, so bring a blanket or a beach 

chair.  All of the selected titles occur during World War II, but you do not need to know much 

about the conflict to understand the stories.   

 

 

21. How to Change the World 

Do you want to make a difference in the world, but don’t know how?  In this full day course, we 

will explore ways in which we can make meaningful contributions in our community and beyond. 

We will visit local organizations such as Cradles to Crayons, A Place to Turn , Daniel's Table and 

Community Harvest Project to volunteer our time, and we will also learn about social issues 

affecting local communities from people who work in the field. Students who participate in the 

course should be interested in doing physical work and be excited about leaving campus each day 

during this week-long course. Organizations we are working with will require involved individuals 

to show proof of vaccination. Let’s change the world! 

 

 

22. Introduction to Campfire Cooking 

Do you like delicious food? Do you want to learn how to cook outdoors? Then this is the course for 

you! We'll be spending our days learning to create classic dishes over a flame. We'll enjoy the June 

sunshine while learning new skills and having fun. Those with food allergies or other dietary 

restrictions will be accommodated.  

 

 

23. Intro to Italian 

An introduction to one of the most beautiful and lyrical of all languages, this course will center on 

practical vocabulary taught thematically through role-play and online tools. Some grammar will be 

added to ensure a basic level of communicative proficiency with the goal of providing students the 

wherewithal to get by in a variety of common first time travel scenarios: restaurant, train 

station/airport, hotel/hostel, taxi cab, police station, hospital vocabulary as well as 

asking/understanding directions will be much of the course content. 
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24. Knitting and Crochet: The Basics 

Explore the creative world of NeedleArts at your own pace. In this course, students will be 

introduced to the world of needlework including the basics of knitting and crochet. Students will 

have the chance to work on a needlework piece of their choice, at their own pace.  Supplies will be 

provided.  Students with knowledge of knitting and crochet are also encouraged to participate in 

this course. Students can begin a new project or continue working on an ongoing piece.  

25. Latin America Culture and LatinX 

This will be a survey course to explore the various cultures of Latin America. We will discuss the 

differences between US Latinos and Latin Americans, while also paying particular attention to the 

influence of Latinx in the US. Is this a movement? Is it an identity? How does it affect the Spanish 

language? All students are encouraged to sign up and do not need to be Spanish students.  

 

 

26. Learn to Play Bridge 

Come learn to play contract bridge, the card game favored by world leaders (e.g. President 

Eisenhower) and captains of industry (e.g. Bill Gates and Warren Buffett). We will spend the course 

learning bidding, declarer play, and defense techniques as we grow students' ability to play the 

game. At the end of the week, we may visit a local bridge club for a game with experienced players 

to test our skills. 

 

 

27. Lifeguarding 

Want to be a Lifeguard? Learn the skills necessary to become a Red Cross certified lifeguard. This 

course will provide entry-level participants the knowledge and skills to prevent, recognize and 

respond to aquatic emergencies and to provide care for breathing and cardiac emergencies, 

injuries and sudden illnesses until EMS personnel take over. The prerequisites of the class are: 

Minimum age: 15 years; must swim 300 yards continuously; tread water for 2 minutes using only 

your legs; swim 20 yards, then surface dive to a depth of 7 to 10 feet to retrieve a 10-pound object 

and return to the surface and swim 20 yards on the back to return to the starting point. Upon 

completion you will receive your Red Cross Lifeguard certification which can be used for 

employment at pools, beaches and camps. There is a cost to participate in the course that will 

cover materials and certifications.  The total cost will be $100 and checks need to be made out to 

the “Town of Weston”.  Approximate cost:  $140 

 

 

28. Make to Fish 

In this course we will craft our own fishing lures and then try to catch fish from the pond. We will 

use some power and hand tools to fabricate wooden diving lures, bend wire and add parts to make 
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inline spinners, and use thread, feathers, and fur to tie flies. We will then take advantage of our 

pond to see if we can catch any fish with our creations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

29. NASA in the Movies 

Space exploration and NASA have been the themes of many films. We will watch three films, two 

historical, one futuristic, and examine how issues race, gender, inclusion and equity have changed 

and hopefully will continue to impact space exploration and those who do it. The films we will 

watch are Apollo 13, Hidden Figures, and The Martian. On the fourth day you will create and 

present a Bento Board or a Mood Board with your reactions to the themes of the three films.  

 

 

30. Pave the Way to Understanding:  A tour of local African American History Sites, Trails and 

Walks! 

Explore local African American History sites, trails, and walks while learning about their importance 

and deepening your knowledge of the African American experience. Students interested in this 

course should be prepared to walk...yes walk...approximately 5-8 miles each of the days of the 

course without exception. 

 

 

31. Performing Arts New York Trip 

Students in this June Academy will have the opportunity to deepen their appreciation for the 

performing arts through a Music and Theater focused trip to New York City. This opportunity is 

designed for those students who are passionate about the performing arts and wish to expand 

their knowledge of the field. While students will not be performing on this tour, they will attend 

numerous events that may include a Broadway Musical, The MET Opera Orchestra at Carnegie 

Hall, a tour of the Apollo Theater, and an immersive experience at The Freedom Tower. Students 

will maintain a written, audio, or video journal throughout the week to reflect on their 

experiences. This will be an educational and fun experience for all involved!  Approximate cost:  

$690 

 

 

32. Personal Financial Management 

Do you want to know how to manage your money?  Should you save or invest?  
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 When should you take out a loan?  How do you open a bank account?  How do you prepare a 

budget?  How do I better manage my time?  Personal Management will help you answer these 

questions and more!   We will discuss how to make better decisions about money, including saving 

for a major expenditure, budgeting by comparing income to expenditures, choosing the right 

investments at the right time and why minimum payments on your credit card are unwise.  We'll 

also look at borrowing and how to measure the true cost of a loan.  We'll also consider how money 

makes us feel, when we have it and when we don't and the resulting choices we make.  Finally 

we'll explore financial careers and opportunities.   

 

 

 

 

33. Physics for Future Presidents 

Students will become more aware of many important issues driving the contemporary political 

discourse and everyday lives and will learn to discuss these issues with the eye of a scientist, in an 

intelligent and measured way. Students will also learn to form their own opinions based on 

evidence and thoughtful judgment. We will discuss, from the scientific perspective, issues such as 

climate change, energy production and use, pollution, including noise and light pollution, nuclear 

weapons, etc.   

 

 

34. Podcasting (AM Course) 

Do you listen to podcasts? Do you ever wonder what it takes to create a podcast? In this June 

Academy podcasting course students will share their favorite podcasts, identify elements that 

make a successful podcast, assess podcasting software, and then create a podcast.  

 

 

35. Podcasting (PM Course) 

Learn how to use free tools to create and edit an amazingly professional sounding podcast. Choose 

a piece of copyright-free music for your intro, fade into your 5 minute body that includes sound 

effects, and segue into your musical closing.  You can use software like Garage Band and Audacity 

(free!) on Mac and Windows computers, or free web-based sound editors like TwistedWave and 

Sound Trap on Chromebooks. We'll also look at publishing options. You will share your podcast 

with the group on the last day, so make it good! 

 

 

36. Salsa Dancing 

Come to enjoy salsa music and, in the process, learn some basic steps for salsa dancing. In this 

course, you will learn about the origins of salsa music, listen to popular salsa songs, and have fun. 

Dancing can be done with or without a partner! No need to worry about that! 
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37. Self, Family, and Relationships in the Modern Novel 

In this course, we will read several books that are written to delve into issues of gender and family 

relationships.  Students of all genders are warmly welcome to read and analyze!  We will also have 

chocolate snacks, subject to school/allergy restrictions.  Some of the books may have mature 

themes, and there will be a permission slip required to participate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

38. Seoul Food 

Have you been curious about all the Korean food featured on magazines, online and in Squid 

Games?  Want to learn the difference between gochujang and ssamjang? And what is all the fuss 

about Korean Fried Chicken?  You can find out in SEOUL FOOD, a new June Academy where we’ll 

cook the food and explore the people, the culture and history of the small-yet-mighty country that 

emerged from ashes of the Korean War into a formidable global player. 

 

 

39. Songwriters' Seminar 

Do you like writing songs? Are you a musician who has thought about composition but has never 

known where to start? In the Songwriters Seminar, each student will work either individually or in 

a small group to produce an original song, complete with lyrics, melody and harmonic progression. 

We will critique and give feedback to one another on our song ideas, and at the end we will record 

everyone's compositions! Some musical training or background required. 

 

 

40. Sounds of Asia:  Learning How to Play the Hulusi 

In this class, we will learn how to play a musical instrument called Hulusi. Mr. Guo Yazhi , a world 

famous Hulusi artist, Inventor of Multitone Hulusi, Internationally renowned wind musician, music 

masters,  is invited to conduct on-site zero-distance guidance and teaching, to carry out a 

professional music performance 3 times during the course.  

 

 

41. Spoiler Alert Book Club 

In this course students will read 1-2 books independently and outside (weather permitting). After 

reading they will write a brief review, explaining the plot and whether or not they would 
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recommend the book to other teens. At the end of the week we'll publish the reviews on a google 

site.  

 

 

42. Sports in America 

This is an introduction to Sports in America, a chance for students to study different aspects of 

athletics in this country and how they play a role in the culture.  Students will interact with text 

and video in coming up with a topic and then will work individually or in a small group to instruct 

fellow classmates on their findings. Part of the course is play as well and we will take time to play 

different sports in enjoying what recreational competition offers. Skills necessary to succeed in the 

authentic assessment  (getting them ready for the fight). 

 

 

 

 

43. Supreme Court: Landmark Decisions 

By studying Supreme Court decisions, we will explore the legal questions that underlie important 

social issues of our time. Depending on students’ interests, issues may include gun rights, abortion 

access, the death penalty, and executive privilege, all of which are being addressed in Supreme 

Court cases this term. Together we will read, debate, and discuss. Students will also have the 

opportunity to research an issue and its corresponding case(s), independently or with a partner. 

 

 

44. Teamwork and Collaboration in Video Games 

Students will engage in active discussions of strategies in multiplayer games.  These strategies will 

go over being a good teammate, situational awareness, resource management, and disadvantaged 

play.  Students are expected to bring a platform to play on (PC, xbox, switch, ps etc.).  The concepts 

discussed will apply to most competitive games but we will be showing them in free to play games 

such as CS:GO, Valorant, Rocket League, etc.  If you would like to discuss other games, please email 

me with any requests: boardmans@weston.org 

 

 

45. Ultimate Frisbee 

People all over enjoy sports.  What, though, makes for successful field sports?  Using Ultimate 

Frisbee as ground central, we will explore transcendent field sport strategy, gamesmanship and 

sportsmanship, exposing the roots and development of effective play in nearly any field sport (as 

well as what sport offers the individual and the collective). Ultimate Frisbee combines the best of 

soccer, football, basketball and other field sports.  Effective strategy in Ultimate demands both 

predictable and unpredictable use of space.  Students in this course will study successful use of 

space, along with the applicable physics and geometry.  In addition, students will learn the Spirit of 
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the Game, a principle that governs all play, essentially supplanting the need for officiation by 

referees.   

 

 

46. Web Design and Web Development 

This course will introduce you to the fundamentals of web-based coding. You will study apps like 

Facebook and Instagram and Conjuguemos and then create functioning copies of these apps. You 

will be working in the following web-based languages: HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. 

 

 

47. Weston Running Club 

Come run with us! No experience needed! This is a low bar/high ceiling club. Learn how to talk to 

yourself through the three important aspects of mental-skills training:  planning the workout, 

doing the workout, and post-workout. This course will involve running, strength training and body-

weight workouts. We will take two field trips that will involve running - the Esplanade in Boston 

and Heartbreak Hill in Newton. A willingness to commit and sweat and learn will serve you well. 

48. Wildcat Woods Disc Golf 

Not everything shut down during Covid. Disc Golf EXPLODED! This course will introduce the basics 

of the awesome sport of disc golf including driving and putting, disc selection, and the rules. (Rule 

#1: Have fun!) After developing our throwing distance during "field work", and figuring out our 

shot shapes in Wildcat Woods, we will experience a legitimate 2-round tournament. On the last 

day we will play one of the prettiest disc golf courses in the area, Borderlands Disc Golf course in 

Easton, MA. Will you become obsessed with disc golf, too?  

 

 

49. Wilderness Survival 

The focus of this course is developing skills that will increase your chances of survival in the 

wilderness should you become lost. Many of these skills could also be implemented in an 

apocalypse situation. Among other topics, we will cover sheltering basics, fire making, food safety, 

water safety, first aid, orienteering/land navigation, and wilderness preparedness. 

 

 

50. Wildlife in Your Backyard 

This course is for students curious about the plants and animals living wild in Weston.  We will 

study the organisms living in Weston depending on the interests of the students – birds, flowers, 

pollinators, mammals…. One day will be a field trip releasing the Wood turtles in the biology 

classroom.  Plan on being outside (sometimes in the woods where ticks may be lurking).  

 

 

51. The Wizarding World of Harry Potter 
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Calling all Muggles and Wizards! The Wizarding World of Harry Potter is a course designed for fans 

of the Harry Potter novels and film series. We will examine the series as it relates to pop culture 

and education. In the course, students will discuss the books, watch some of the HP films and 

engage in fun games and activities related to the HP series.  Be ready to board the Hogwarts 

Express this June for a magical experience! 
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